Finally! A computer graphics system built for the researcher.

- Open architecture.
- Adapts to thousands of tasks.
- Expandable with modules from us and many others.
- Obsolescence proof.
- Color or monochrome.

Our new Perigraf 1 is built around a standard Q-bus with slots for many extra cards to expand or customize your system. Peritek offers cards for color or monochrome, for dot graphics or alphanumericics, for low to high resolution, and for one or more display channels.

You can choose a single unified bus or a bus split for two microprocessors. Choose a standard single-wide enclosure or a double-wide enclosure for super micros.

You get a hard disk and two floppies on a single plug-in module that you can replace in one minute.

You can link up to six Perigrafs for parallel data transfer by DMA at 250,000 bytes/sec — or link any number for local area networking by Ethernet.

Complete development software is included: Image editor, Vector de-jagging, System diagnostics, GKS-compatible software. All supported by popular operating systems.

Basic $14,500 price includes 11/73 CPU, 512 Kb RAM, 2 RX50 type floppies, 36 Mb hard disk, 4 port serial I/O, RT clock, and graphics interface.

Contact Peritek Corporation, 5550 Redwood Road, Oakland, CA 94619

Separate thousands of racemic mixtures by chromatography

J.T. Baker Research Products can supply all the appropriate materials you need for chromatographic chiral separations.

**BAKERBOND** Chiral Phase HPLC Columns use high purity DNBP ((R)-3,5-dinitrobenzoylphenylglycine) bonded to aminopropyl silica to separate a wide range of optical isomers. Up to 10 mg of sample can be applied to the column in a single injection.

Preparative chiral sorbents, in 40 μm particle size, are also available for scale-up of separations. In addition, longer column life can be achieved with our Chiral Column Regenerating Solution. For more information, call or write today.
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